
DECLARATION 

The decision of the Superior Council of Magistracy to dismiss Judge Domnica MANOLE from the 

office constitutes an act of selective justice which undermines the independence of the judiciary  

 

5 July 2017 

The undersigned civil society organizations express their concern about the Superior Council of 

Magistracy (SCM) decision of 4 July 2017 on declaring the judge of Chisinau Court of Appeals, Domnica 

MANOLE, as being incompatible with the position. The signatories ask the President of the Republic 

of Moldova not to promulgate the decree ordering the dismissal of judge MANOLE, and the SCM to 

respect the law and truly become a guarantor of judicial independence. 

On 24 May 2016, at the request of the Prosecutor General, the SCM gave its consent to criminal 

prosecution against judge Domnica MANOLE of the Chisinau Court of Appeal for her decision to compel 

the Central Election Commission to hold a referendum on amending the Constitution of the Republic of 

Moldova. The judge is accused under art. 307 of the Criminal Code, for willful issuance of a decision 

contrary to the law. The examination of the acceptance of the request to initiate criminal investigation 

was held behind closed doors, despite the fact that judge Manole and her lawyer requested a public 

hearing. The consent to start criminal investigation was given by the SCM without any reasoning. For 

more than a year the case is before the Anticorruption Prosecutor's Office and it is still not clear when 

or generally whether it is to be referred to a court. In July 2016, the Anticorruption Prosecutor's Office 

resumed the investigation against judge Manole in another case on the alleged failure to declare 

properties, which was quashed in February 2015 after the National Anticorruption Center (NAC) found 

that the judge had not committed this infringement in 2014. 

On 4 July 2017, the SCM decided to dismiss Ms. Manole, apparently, on the basis of an opinion issued 

by the Intelligence and Security Service (ISS). The ISS opinion notes that in several cases examined by 

panels of judges with the participation of judge Manole, including the case underlying criminal 

prosecution consent from May 2016, the magistrate allegedly permitted certain irregularities that 

ascertained for the presence of risk factors in her activity. Again, the opinion was examined behind 

closed doors, although judge Manole asked for a public hearing. This issue was part of the SCM agenda 

a few weeks ago, but was postponed at the SCM’s initiative. 

The civil society organizations are deeply concerned about the SCM ruling on the dismissal of judge 

Manole. The decision taken yesterday by the SCM is contrary to its previous practice where members 

of the SCM determined that the ISS cannot assess the work of judges in examining specific cases, mainly 

in terms of questioning the merits of the cases examined by the judge. Moreover, the issue of dismissal 

of a judge was held behind closed doors, even if the judge requested a public hearing. At the same time, 

the Law on the Status of Judges does not allow the SCM to dismiss a judge based upon an ISS opinion 

without a disciplinary procedure, which was not the case.  

According to the operative part of the ruling, read in the SCM sitting, judge Manole even violated the 

obligation to communicate with the press. It seems that neither judge Manole was aware of this 

accusation. It is not clear who formulated such a complaint and it was not on the SCM agenda. However, 

breaching of such obligation hardly justifies application of the most serious penalty – dismissal of a 

judge.   

The decision to dismiss judge Manole is fueling suspicions of the lack of independence of the SCM 

towards other state powers, non-uniform application of the law and application of selective justice 

against a magistrate for the decision given in the referendum case. Examination of the issue behind 

closed doors, further reinforces this suspicion, taking into account that other cases against the same 

judge were resumed in 2016. Yesterday's decision of the SCM is a very dangerous precedent for the 

independence of judges in the Republic of Moldova and is likely to send a signal to other judges not to 

http://www.csm.md/files/Hotaririle/2016/17/369-17.pdf
https://anticoruptie.md/media/03-2017/2011-05-10-hot-CSM-avizele-SIS.pdf
https://anticoruptie.md/media/03-2017/2011-05-10-hot-CSM-avizele-SIS.pdf


oppose the governance. Such decisions undermine the independence of judges. Moreover, such 

conduct is inadmissible for the SCM, which, according to the law, must be the guarantor of the 

independence of all judges. 

We call on: 

a) the President of the Republic of Moldova not to promulgate the decree ordering dismissal of 

judge Manole; 

b) the SCM to publicly present reasons for examination of cases in closed hearings in order to avoid 

further impairment of citizens’ confidence in justice and to examine cases in closed hearings 

only when strictly necessary;  

c) the judges to join forces in order to ensure independence of the judiciary; 

d) the SCM to truly become the guarantor of the judges independence;  

e) the development partners to monitor with utmost care the state of justice in the Republic of 

Moldova and to properly react whenever the situation so requires, conditioning their assistance 

by ensurance of an independent  judiciary in Moldova.  

 

The signatories: 

1. INFONET Alliance  

2. Human Rights Embassy 
3. ADR Habitat Association 

4. Amnesty International Moldova 

5. Association of the Entrepreneurs with Disabilities in Moldova "EUROPEAN ABILITIES 

WITHOUT LIMITS" 

6. The Association „MOTIVAȚIE" of Moldova  

7. Association for Participatory Democracy (ADEPT) 

8. Association for Efficient and Responsible Governance (AGER)  

9. Promo-LEX Association 

10.  „Synergetica Eur/Est” Association 

11. Independent Analytical Center Expert-Grup  

12. Journalistic Investigation Centre (CIJ) 

13. CPR-Moldova 

14. Child Rights Information Center 

15. Legal Resources Centre from Moldova (CRJM)  

16. Lawyers Women Association from Republic of Moldova  

17. National Law Center „AD LEGEM” 
18. Center Partnership for Development 

19. "WatchDog.MD" Community 

20. Eco-TIRAS 

21. Est Europe Foundation 
22. Institute for Public Policy (IPP)    

23. Rehabilitation Centre for Torture Victims "Memoria" 
24. Terra-1530 

25. Transparency International Moldova  

26. Union of Organizations for Disabled from Moldova 

 

http://humanrightsembassy.org/index.php?lang=ro

